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Neon color spreading, partially delineated
borders, and tbe formation

of illusory contours

R. H. DAY
Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, Australia

Day and Jory (1980) and Day and Kasperczyk
(1983a, 1983b) have proposed that illusory contours,
apparent edges in physically uniform regions
(Ehrenstein, 1942; Gregory, 1972; Kanizsa, 1955;
Schumann, 1904), are due primarily to the spread
of induced contrast to partially delineated borders.
Brightness (or darkness) is enhanced by simultaneous
and line-end contrast and reduced by assimilation
of brightness. The spread of one or more of these
forms of contrast to borders delineated by features
such as fragments of real edge, ends of lines, and
dots give rise to illusory contours coincident with
the borders.

In these terms, it can be expected that the strength
of illusory contours will be greater when enhanced
brightness (or darkness) spreads to one side of a par
tially delineated border and reduced brightness (or
darkness) to the other. This is probably so with the
well-known Kanizsa triangle (Kanizsa, 1955, 1976,
1979), in which simultaneous and line-end contrasts
spread inside the partially delineated triangle and
assimilation of brightness outside it (Day & Jory,
1978). Day and Kasperczyk (1983a) have also argued
that apparent depth due to overlay or other stimulus
features correlated with depth serve to render par
tially delineated borders more perceptually salient
and the coincident illusory contours consequently
stronger.

An illusory color effect, "neon color spreading,"
has been described by van Tuijl (1975). The effect
occurs, for example, when, in a lattice pattern of
black 5-mm squares, sections of the black lines are
replaced by red lines, which together form an em
bedded figure. The red coloration then appears to
spread out around the colored elements into the ad
jacent squares to form a larger desaturated red fig
ure. If, for example, the figure is roughly circular,
the observer has a strong impression of a lattice with
a desaturated "misty" red circle that appears to be
projected onto it or is floating above its surface.

The effect has been investigated in detail by
van Tuijl and his associates (van Tuijl & de Weert,
1979; van Tuijl & Leeuwenberg, 1979)and by Redies
and Spillman (1981). The latter generated the effect
in the Ehrenstein radiating-line figure (Ehrenstein,
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1942)by connecting the arms through the center with
either collinear colored or lighter lines. They showed
that the effect is not due to either chromatic aberra
tion or eye movements and does not occur with di
choptic presentation of the black and colored lines.

Like assimilation of brightness and color (Helson,
1943; Helson & Joy, 1%2; Helson & Rohles, 1959;
Newhall, 1942; von Bezold, 1876), the brightness and
color of the neon effect tend towards that of the in
ducing elements. In van Tuijl's (1975) demonstra
tions, the region immediately surrounding the colored
elements is tinged with the same color. Similarly, if
the colored elements are replaced by gray elements,
as in Redies and Spillman's (1981) experiments, the
surrounding region is tinged with gray. The latter
effect is evident in Figure lA in a variant of one of
van Tuijl's patterns. In phenomenological terms,
there is a misty light gray diamond that appears as
if it were projected onto the lattice by an outside
source.

Neon color spreading may be identical with assim
ilation of brightness and color. Varin (1971) and
Ware (1980) made the open sectors and parts of the
outline triangle in the Kanizsa figure colored or light
gray. The outcome was, respectively, a colored and
a light gray triangle, the illusory contours of which
were coincident with its partially delineated borders.
Ware (1980) described the effect with light gray sec
tors and lines as a "misty, bright triangle which seems
to stand in front of and overlap three black disks and
an outline triangle" (p. 103). The illusory contours
are clearly in evidence along the partially delineated
borders of the triangle. No such clear contours are
evident in Figure lA; the gray simply spreads to fill
the adjacent squares, with the gray appearing to fade
outward from the gray elements. It is presumably
this fading that gives the diamond an indefinite edge.
The question of the possible identity of the neon ef
fect with assimilation is taken up below.

It is suggested that the absence of clear illusory
contours in Figure lA is due to the lack of any par-
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Flaare 1. (A) A version of the van TuiJl (1975) lattice fiaare
In which "neon spreading" Is observable on either side of the gray
Unes. (8) Restriction of neon spreading by partially deUDeated
contoan and the formation of colnddent illusory contoan.
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tially delineated borders along which the contours can
form, as in Figure 2. Without such borders the neon
effect generated by gray or colored elements merely
spreads outwards, fading with increasing distance
from the latter. If this suggestion is correct, then
neon spreading of color or brightness affords a simple
and effective means of testing the hypothesis that
illusory contours derive from the spread of induced
contrast to partially delineated borders (Day & Jory,
1978; Day & Kasperczyk, 1983a, 1983b). It can be
expected that if a partially delineated border is added
to Figure lA, the gray will spread to the borders to
form coincident illusory contours.

That this expectation is realized can be seen in Fig
ure 1B, in which black dots have been placed at the
midpoints of the squares on either side of each gray
element. The outcome is a gray diamond with sharp
illusory contours along the borders partially delin
eated by the dots. It is clear that the diffuse spreading
of the gray has been arrested by the inside and out
side borders of the diamond defined by the regularly
spaced dots. Additional observations have shown
that essentially the same outcome obtains with red
elements.

Earlier, Day and Jory (1980) showed that line-end
contrast (Day & Jory, 1978; Frisby & Clatworthy,
1975; Kennedy, 1979)generated in a cross-like figure
(Figure 3A) devised by Koffka (1935) spreads to the
partially delineated borders of a central square, dia
mond, or circle. The observations made with Fig
ures 1A and 1B indicate that neon spreading can also
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Figure 1. Ware's (1971) lDodlficatioD 0' KaDizla's tNDgle pat·
tem ID whlcb the lray seeton aDd ODes reslllt ID aD appareDt,
"lDlsty" triaDaJewith illusory cODtoun. Ware's figure wu derived
from ODe by Varin (1971) In which the sectors and lines forming
parts 0' tbe triangle were colored.

Figure 3. (A) The Kohler cross figure In which Dne-endCODtlast
is geuerated aDd spreads In the central rea'OD. (B) Neon spreading
In the central region witb tbe addition of gray connecting ODes.
(C, D, and E) Restriction 0' neon spreading to a partially deDn
eated square, diamond, and circle, respectively.

be expected to spread to the borders of the same fig
ures. Neon spreading was generated in the Koffka
figure by completing the black lines forming the arms
of the cross with gray lines, as shown in Figure 3B.
As can be seen, the typical neon brightness effect
occurs. In Figures 3C, 3D, and 3E, dots are added
to form, respectively, a square, a diamond, and a
circle. That illusory contours coincident with the
partially delineated contours of these figures are
present is obvious from inspection of these figures.
Again, it can be noted that essentially the same out
come occurred with red connecting lines.

What can be concluded from these observations?
First, the occurrence of illusory contours in Fig
ure 1B and Figures 3C, 3D, and 3E attest again to
the central role played by partially delineated borders
in the formation of illusory contours in physically
uniform regions. Without such delineation, the neon
brightness or color effects seem merely to spread out
from the elements that induce them, as in Figures IA
and 3A. This seems to be as much the case with neon
spreading (Figure IA) as it is with line-end contrast
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(Day & lory, 1980). Second, it seems reasonable to
suppose that neon spreading is a special case of the
assimilation of brightness and color first reported
by Rood (1879) and von Bezold (1876). Ware (1980)
generally subscribes to this view. In van Tuijl's
(1975) patterns, it appears that the peculiar indefin
itiveness of edges and the appearance of a figure
"floating" above a pattern derive in large part from
the absence of elements that restrict the spreading
of the induced effect. The absence of such elements
results in a fading of the induced effects, which, in
turn, results in edge indefinitiveness and the floating
appearance of the figure. However, it should be
noted that Redies and Spillman (1981) claim that
there are differences between neon spreading and as
similation. Whether these are fundamental or super
ficial is yet to be firmly established.

In summary, the observations made here of what
van Tuijl (1975) has called neon spreading implicate
both induced brightness and color, on the one hand,
and partially delineated borders, on the other, as
conditions for the formation of illusory contours.
Without the borders, the induced effects tend to
spread out to produce a poorly defined region of al
tered color or brightness. Such spreading is limited
by partially delineated borders along which the illu
sory contours form. In these terms, there seems little
reason for distinguishing between Rood's (1879) and
von Bezold's (1874) assimilation effectsand van Tuijl's
(1975) neon spreading. The second appears to be an
instance of the first without the partial borders that
restrict its spread.
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